




































LOS LIMITES LOS PONES TÚ
Digital collage on wood
150x100 cm

Unique edition. 
SOLD Private collection in Marbella (Spain)
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Marife Nuñez’s Digital Paintings: Dreamscapes of the Mind

2014-02-06 01:07:18 - NEW YORK, NY –
Chelsea’s Agora Gallery will feature the original work of of
Malaga artist Marife Nuñez in Figuratively Speaking

Marife Nuñez makes digital paintings, a conglomeration of her
extensive experience in painting, graphic design, and photography.
The pieces are directly projected onto diverse substrates, from
aluminum to wood to Plexiglas. In combining new technologies and
classic techniques, she creates work that has limitless possibilities.
Nuñez translates the concept of time in her work with
transparencies and overlaying imagery, photographic and painted,
to create concentrated space that is similar to that of the
subconscious mind.
Often dealing with the figure, the artist often shrouds the body or
face with imagery, conjuring a psychological tone in each work.

This attitude is also emphasized by the Nuñez’s strong attention to light and shadow, as well as her
ephemeral and fantastical color choices

in varied vibrant jewel tones of blues,
purples, and magentas. The colliding
transparency of both the imagery and the
colors creates a dreamscape that links
reality to fiction in a true questioning of the
perception of the viewer. Emotionally, what
remains and what is fleeting is at the core
of Marife Nuñez’s work. 

Exhibition Dates: February 7, 2014 –
February 27, 2014
Reception: Thursday, February 13, 2013, 6-
8 pm
Gallery Location: 530 West 25th St, New
York City
Gallery Hours: Tues – Sat, 11a.m. - 6 p.m.
Event URL: www.agora-
gallery.com/artistpage/Marife_Nunez.aspx 

Featured Artists:
Figuratively Speaking 
Tatiana Abrantes | Giovanni Armenio | Michelle Cadreau | T.M. Clingerman | Mary Dutra | Sabine Favris |
Jessica Feldman | Seiler Bowers | Marshall Gould | Mauro Masin | Stephen Von Mason | Brenda Ness-
Cooper | Marife Nuñez | Robert Parr | Carolina Sauca | Kaycee Lynne | Gary E. Teixeira | Valerii
Tkachenko

Art to Heart: in Support of the Children's Heart Foundation
Tatiana Abrantes | Fuad Ali Albinfalah | Giovanni Armenio | Seiler Bowers | Francisco Canas | T.M.
Clingerman | Sabine Favris | Haitham Jabbar | Olivia Kapoor | Noriko Kinouchi | Kaycee Lynne | Svetlana
Malakhova | William Marquina | Mauro Masin | Stephen Von Mason | Brenda Ness-Cooper | Marife Nuñez
| Carolina Sauca | Mario Schaeffer | Cecilia Setterdahl | Sola | Julie Turner
Elemental Realms 
Fuad Ali Albinfalah | Francisco Canas | Joann Doneen | Sonya Dziabas | Haitham Jabbar | Olivia Kapoor |
Noriko Kinouchi | Svetlana Malakhova | William Marquina | Patrick Montagnac | Isabel Rabassa | Mario
Schaeffer | Malissa Schisler | Cecilia Setterdahl | Daniel Simeonov | Sola | Julie Turner
About Agora Gallery
Agora Gallery is a contemporary fine art gallery located in the heart of Chelsea’s art district in NYC.
Established in 1984, Agora Gallery specializes in connecting art dealers and collectors with national and
international artists. The art gallery’s expert consultants are available to assist corporate and private
clients in procuring original artwork to meet their organization’s specific needs and budget requirements.
With a strong online presence and popular online gallery, ARTmine, coupled with the spacious and
elegant physical gallery space, the work of our talented artists, who work in diverse media and styles, can
receive the attention it deserves. Over the years Agora Gallery has sponsored and catered to special
events aimed at fostering social awareness and promoting the use of art to help those in need.

Latest News
Read the Latest News
www.newsenvoy.com
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Event
Title:

Talented Hispanic Artists in New York

General Information

Venue: Agora Gallery

Event Type: Art Events

Start Date: Friday, February 7, 2014

End Date: Thursday, February 27, 2014

For more information about this event, go to: www.agora-gallery.com

Description

The original work of four gifted Hispanic artists Jessica Feldman, Isabel Rabassa, Marife Nuñez and William Marquina will be on display at
Agora Gallery, NYC. The exhibition is scheduled to run from February 7, 2014 through February 27, 2014. The opening reception will be
held on Thursday night, February 13, 2014 from 6-8 pm. Entrance is free and all art lovers are encouraged to attend, enjoy and meet some
of the artists whose works make up this delightful show.
Event URL:
Jessica Feldman - http://www.agora-gallery.com/artistpage/Jessica_Feldman.aspx
Isabel Rabassa - http://www.agora-gallery.com/artistpage/Isabel_Rabassa.aspx
Marife Nuñez - http://www.agora-gallery.com/artistpage/Marife_Nunez.aspx
William Marquina - www.agora-gallery.com/artistpage/William_Marquina.aspx
About Jessica Feldman
The surrealistic paintings of American artist Jessica Feldman capture fragments of people in their daily lives and the inevitable emotions that
come to define each of these moments. Working both in oils and pastel and mixed media on canvas, Feldman paints human figures in their
dreamiest moments, often framed by abstract spherical forms meant to symbolize the technological elements that have come to define our
modern world. A tension is created in the juxtaposition of the fragmented spheres and the cohesiveness that’s intrinsic to the human figure
captured in its most intimate moments. Colors serve to underscore this, with monochromatic colors set alongside softer hues to elucidate the
stark contrast between these two realms. Feldman explains the meaning of her work as such: “This is a time of atoms, bites, mega bites,
information. We are merely people hiding their feelings behind texts and computers... My work is about feelings, about being inside those
atoms, waves, frequencies. I’m eager to transmit emotions.”
Jessica Feldman currently lives and works in Mexico City, Mexico.
About Isabel Rabassa
The dynamic figure studies of Isabel Rabassa operate on a high frequency in every visual aspect: color, line, light, composition, and stroke.
Rabassa’s paintings are hybrids of portrait and abstract, with each human figure emerging from a tornado of motion and candy-colored
pigment. Faces are obscured in favor of gesture, which is key in both the actual characterization of the sitter and in the artistic style itself.
Rabassa uses palette knife and brush to manipulate her paint into something unpredictable. It rises and falls across the canvas to build her
forms.
Rabassa has described her method as “Human Transfiguration” in that it depicts the essence of the body in space, with the utmost
importance placed on movement. This kinetic energy and tangible weight is captured in the artist’s wild juxtaposition of colors and
improvisational skill. Rabassa allows her compositions to grow and change during the painting process, sometimes ending with multiple
iterations of the same figure. Isabel Rabassa spent her childhood in Barquisimeto, Venezuela, before moving to her present home of
Caracas.
About Marife Nuñez
Marife Nuñez makes digital paintings, a conglomeration of her extensive experience in painting, graphic design, and photography. The
pieces are directly projected onto diverse substrates, from aluminum to wood to Plexiglas. In combining new technologies and classic
techniques, she creates work that has limitless possibilities. Nuñez translates the concept of time in her work with transparencies and
overlaying imagery, photographic and painted, to create concentrated space that is similar to that of the subconscious mind.
Often dealing with the figure, the artist often shrouds the body or face with imagery, conjuring a psychological tone in each work. This
attitude is also emphasized by the Nuñez’s strong attention to light and shadow, as well as her ephemeral and fantastical color choices in
varied vibrant jewel tones of blues, purples, and magentas. The colliding transparency of both the imagery and the colors creates a
dreamscape that links reality to fiction in a true questioning of the perception of the viewer. Emotionally, what remains and what is fleeting is
at the core of Marife Nuñez’s work.
About William Marquina
William Marquina’s invigorating mixed media work is part collage, part fantasy, and an entirely serious trip into the unreal. An artist of many
media, Marquina coaxes bas-relief images out of sheets of aluminum using paint and three-dimensional objects, and treating the metal with
abrasive substances like sandpaper. The clash of materials is deliberately challenging: it requires the viewer to put mental effort into getting
past normal expectations and seeing the entire picture as a whole.
Once Marquina has redefined the visual plane, he does not settle for depicting realistic scenes. His dreamscapes feature allegorical figures,
faceless characters, and entire cities flattened into graphic symbols. Streaks of pure color burst through monochromatic streets.
“Concentration” and “Distraction,” personified as young girls, relax amid foliage whose colors and patterns echo both Alice in Wonderland
and the work of Matisse. Marquina was born in the city of Mérida, Venezuela and today lives nearby in Ejido. In addition to taking part in
several exhibitions, he has taught art and created public sculpture in Mérida.
About Agora Gallery
Agora Gallery is a contemporary fine art gallery located in the heart of Chelsea’s art district in NYC. Established in 1984, Agora Gallery
specializes in connecting art dealers and collectors with national and international artists. The art gallery’s expert consultants are available to
assist corporate and private clients in procuring original artwork to meet their organization’s specific needs and budget requirements. With a
strong online presence and popular online gallery, ARTmine, coupled with the spacious and elegant physical gallery space, the work of our
talented artists, who work in diverse media and styles, can receive the attention it deserves. Over the years Agora Gallery has sponsored
and catered to special events aimed at fostering social awareness and promoting the use of art to help those in need.
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Marife Nuñez’s Digital Paintings: Dreamscapes of the Mind

2014-02-06 01:07:18 - NEW YORK, NY –
Chelsea’s Agora Gallery will feature the original work of of
Malaga artist Marife Nuñez in Figuratively Speaking

Marife Nuñez makes digital paintings, a conglomeration of her
extensive experience in painting, graphic design, and photography.
The pieces are directly projected onto diverse substrates, from
aluminum to wood to Plexiglas. In combining new technologies and
classic techniques, she creates work that has limitless possibilities.
Nuñez translates the concept of time in her work with
transparencies and overlaying imagery, photographic and painted,
to create concentrated space that is similar to that of the
subconscious mind.
Often dealing with the figure, the artist often shrouds the body or
face with imagery, conjuring a psychological tone in each work.

This attitude is also emphasized by the Nuñez’s strong attention to light and shadow, as well as her
ephemeral and fantastical color choices

in varied vibrant jewel tones of blues,
purples, and magentas. The colliding
transparency of both the imagery and the
colors creates a dreamscape that links
reality to fiction in a true questioning of the
perception of the viewer. Emotionally, what
remains and what is fleeting is at the core
of Marife Nuñez’s work. 

Exhibition Dates: February 7, 2014 –
February 27, 2014
Reception: Thursday, February 13, 2013, 6-
8 pm
Gallery Location: 530 West 25th St, New
York City
Gallery Hours: Tues – Sat, 11a.m. - 6 p.m.
Event URL: www.agora-
gallery.com/artistpage/Marife_Nunez.aspx 

Featured Artists:
Figuratively Speaking 
Tatiana Abrantes | Giovanni Armenio | Michelle Cadreau | T.M. Clingerman | Mary Dutra | Sabine Favris |
Jessica Feldman | Seiler Bowers | Marshall Gould | Mauro Masin | Stephen Von Mason | Brenda Ness-
Cooper | Marife Nuñez | Robert Parr | Carolina Sauca | Kaycee Lynne | Gary E. Teixeira | Valerii
Tkachenko

Art to Heart: in Support of the Children's Heart Foundation
Tatiana Abrantes | Fuad Ali Albinfalah | Giovanni Armenio | Seiler Bowers | Francisco Canas | T.M.
Clingerman | Sabine Favris | Haitham Jabbar | Olivia Kapoor | Noriko Kinouchi | Kaycee Lynne | Svetlana
Malakhova | William Marquina | Mauro Masin | Stephen Von Mason | Brenda Ness-Cooper | Marife Nuñez
| Carolina Sauca | Mario Schaeffer | Cecilia Setterdahl | Sola | Julie Turner
Elemental Realms 
Fuad Ali Albinfalah | Francisco Canas | Joann Doneen | Sonya Dziabas | Haitham Jabbar | Olivia Kapoor |
Noriko Kinouchi | Svetlana Malakhova | William Marquina | Patrick Montagnac | Isabel Rabassa | Mario
Schaeffer | Malissa Schisler | Cecilia Setterdahl | Daniel Simeonov | Sola | Julie Turner
About Agora Gallery
Agora Gallery is a contemporary fine art gallery located in the heart of Chelsea’s art district in NYC.
Established in 1984, Agora Gallery specializes in connecting art dealers and collectors with national and
international artists. The art gallery’s expert consultants are available to assist corporate and private
clients in procuring original artwork to meet their organization’s specific needs and budget requirements.
With a strong online presence and popular online gallery, ARTmine, coupled with the spacious and
elegant physical gallery space, the work of our talented artists, who work in diverse media and styles, can
receive the attention it deserves. Over the years Agora Gallery has sponsored and catered to special
events aimed at fostering social awareness and promoting the use of art to help those in need.
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www.newsenvoy.com
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